Mental Clarity & Better Focus Crystal Stone Grid

Center: Fluorite  
Inner Petal: Emerald  
Star: Sunstone  
Triangle: Sodalite  
Open Circle: Iolite  
Dot: Magnetite  
Square: Aquamarine  
Outside Circle: Girasol

The intention of this grid is to help create support for a wandering mind that is having trouble honkering down and getting through a project, study session, or other mental body tasks that require clarity and heightened attention. The support is for staying in a focused layer of consciousness, increased mental energy to get through longer on-point tasks, enhanced communication and comprehension, and enhanced connection to inner wisdom.

I recommend setting this grid up where you study, write, or initiate your projects. If you need it at work, I recommend setting it up inside a drawer, using poster putty to fix the stones into place on the template. If you cannot take the grid to work, set it up at home and place your photo under the center stone. If you have duplicates of any of the stones within the grid, you can create a “carry piece” that you can place in your pockets. A grid gem elixir would also be a great way to interact with the energies of this arrangement.